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XXXV. On the Employment of the Eleetrodynamic Potential 
for the JDetermination of tl~e _Ponderomotive and Electromo- 
tivel~orces. By R. CLAvsIvs*. 

§1. 

I N order to represent in a convenient manner the electro, 
_ dynamic forces between moved particles of electricity 

and the "mechanical work performed by them it is well known 
that the electrodynamte potential can be employed~ which 
facilitates the calculations for these forces in like manner as 
the electrostatic potential does for the electrostatic forces. Its 
signification is the same as that of the electrostatic potential ; 
for as the latter is defined by the statement that the work 
done during a movement of the partioles of electricity by the 
electrostatic Forces is equal to th~ simultaneous diminution of 
the electrostatic potential, so also the electrodynamic potential 
is defined by saying that the work done by theelectrodynamic 
forces is equal to the diminution of' the electrodynamic poten- 
tial. In its Form, however~ the electrodynamic differs essen- 
tially from the electros~tic potential by this--that it comprises 
not only the coordinates, but also the components of the velo- 
city of the electric particles; and with this is~ at the same time, 
connected a difference in the procedure by means of which the 
force-components are to be derived from it. 

If, now, we wish to determine with the help of the electro- 
dynamic potential the forces which a galvanic current (which 
may be in motion and variable) exerts upon a moved particle 
of electricity, we cannot in general construct the former by 
simply combining, for each current-element, the two potential- 
expressions referring to the positive and negative electricity 
present in the respective element of the conductor in an alge- 
braic sum and then treating the current-element as a whole, 
but must rather consider each of the .two quantities of elec- 
tricity separatel~y, since the question is not merely what state 
of motion they nave in the conductor-element which concerns 
us, but also how the state of their motion changes on their 
passing from this element into the adjacent one, which takes 
place differently for the two electricities. Of course the for- 
mul~e are thereby somewhat complicated. In certain cases, 
however, especially in that in which the current whose action 
upon a moved particle of electricity we wish to determine is 

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated bythe A_uthor~ 
from the Verhandlungen des naturMstorisehen Vereins der preusslschen 
ttheinlande und ~estfalens, vol. xxxvii. 1880. Read at the meeting of 
the Niederrheinische Gesellschaft fiir Natur- lind tteilk~mde on July !2, 
1880. 
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closed, the thing is simplified in this way--that, besides the 
intensity of the current, we have only to consider the position 
and direction of the current-elements, without taking sepa- 
rately into consideration the two electricities present in them. 
Thereby we then arrive at formulm of extraordina .ry simplicity, 
which afford great facilities for the determination of tlle pon- 
deromotive and electromotive forces, and bring into clear view 
the entire field of mathematical developments having reference 
thereto. 

These formulae I will take leave to develop in the sequel-- 
and not merely from the electrodynamic fundamental law ad- 
vanced by me, but also from those of Riemann and Weber. 
It will be seen that the results of this formulation correspond- 
ing to the three laws differ from each other only by solitary, 
easily determinable terms, and hence can very conveniently 
be compared with one another. 

§2. 
Let a moved quantity of electricity, the amount of which 

does not affect the question~ and which we will therefore take 
as a unit of electricity~ be at the time t in the point x, y, z 

dz dy dz 
and have the velocity-components ~ ,  d-i' ~"  Given, further, 

a galvanic current s r, which may likewise be in motion. For 
the sake of simplicity we will provisionally assume that the 
current is linear, since this involves no important limitation, 
as a current which is not linear can always be supposed to be 
divided into an infinite number of infinitely thin current- 
threads which can be regarded as linear currente. 

Let us now contemplate in the conductor of the current, 
first, a single particle of the flowing electricity: this has a 
double motion--first, the motion of the current in the con- 
ductor, and, secondly, the motion of the conductor itself. In 
order to distinguish from one another the variations of the 
quantities which come into consideration occasioned by these 
two motions, we will, in like manner as I have already done 
in a previous investigation*, introduce the following method 
of designation. The coordinates of a fixed point in the con- 
ductor we consider simply as functions of the time t; while 
for the determination of the coordinates of the particle of 
electricity flowing in the conductor we take as an auxiliary a 

* "Ueber die Behandlung der zwischen linearen StrSmen und Leitem 
s~attfindenden ponderomotorischen und electromotorlschen Kr~fte nach 
dem electrodynamischen Grundgesetze~" Verhandl. des ~aturMst. Vereins 
tier preuss, l~heinl, u. Westf. vol. xxxiii. 1876~ Wied..Ann. vol. i. ~ and 
Clausius~ Mechan. Wttrmetheorle~ Bd. ii. Abschn. x. 
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second variable, which defines the situation of the particle in 
the conductor--namely, the distance s / (measured on the curve 
of the conductor) of the particle from any initial point. Ac- 
cordingly each coordinate of the particle is to be regarded as 
a function of t, while, again, d itself can be considered a func- 
tion of t. If, then, d ,  y~, z r are the coordinates of the elec- 
tricity-particle at the time t, the complete differential coeffi- 
cient of each of those coordinates with respect to t divides into 
two terms containing the partial differential coefficients with 
respect to t and s/, so that we obtain for each coordinate an 
equation of the following form-- 

dx  I ~)x I ~ x  t dd  

dt = - g i -  + ' 

ds ¢ 
For the differential coefficien~ ~-i~ which represents the 

velocity of the currrent, we will introduce a simple symbol ; 
we will denote by d the velocity of the flow of the positive 
electricity, and by --all that of the negative electricity, while 
we then remain at liberty, according to the special assumption 
we make respecting the behaviour of the two electricities, 
either to consider the quantities c' and dl equal the one to the 
other, or to put one of them =0 ,  or to ascribe to them any 
values different from one another. With the aid of this nota- 
tion we get, instead of the preceding equation, the two follow- 
ing~ which refer to the positive and negative electricities : - -  

d x '  ~.v' . ~ x '  - ,  
- X i  = + ¢ 

dx '  ~ x '  z ~x~ . . . . .  (1) 
d--t = ~ - - - ~ 1 ~ .  

In a contingent second differentiation with respect to t, we  
should have to take into account that the quantities d and dl 
are again to be treated as functions of t and d,  because at a 
fixed point of the conductor the current-velocity can vary with 
the time if the intensity of the current is variable, and also 
because at a fixed time the current-velocity can be different at 
different points of the conductor if the conductor has not 
everywhere an equal cross section and like quality. 

The distance r between the particle of current-electricity in 
the conductor st and the unit of electricity in the point x,  y ,  z 
is likewise to be regarded as a function of t and d; and the 
complete differential coefficients of r with respect to t are 
therefore to be formed in the following manner for the positive 
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and negative current-eleetricites:-- 

dr b r  • ] 

.dr br ~r f . . . . . .  (2) = ~ / - - ¢ 1 ~ , .  

In these the partial differential coefficient ~ comprises the 

two changes undergone by re on the one hand through the 
motion of ~he unit of electricity, and on the other through the 
motion of the element ds' of the conductor containing the 

br 
particle of electricity; while ~ refers to the change produced 

in r by the current-motion of the electricity-particle which 
takes place in the conductor. 

Employing this method of notation, the x components of 
the force which a current-element ds' exerts upon the moved 
unit of electricity may now be determined, first, according to 
the fundamental electrodynamic law advanced by me, because 
it is the most convenient for the working and furnishes the 
simplest expressions, to which, in order to obtain the expres- 
sions corresponding to the two other fundamental laws~ certain 
terms must then be added. 

§8. 
According to my thndamental law the x component of the 

force which One moved particle e of electricity undergoes from 
another, E, is represented by the formula 

-~ 1 d Z  dy d j  dz  dz"~'] _ k d I l dx',~ ~ - 
e e  ! 

which, if we signify a sum of three terms alike in form, which 
refer to the three coordinate-directions, by writing only the 
term referring to the x direction and prefixing to it the symbol 
of summation, can be written somewhat shorter thus--  

We now take, in the point x', y', z', a current-element ds' 
in which the quantity of positive electricity hrd~ ' flows with 
the velocity d, and the negative --bids I with the velocity 
--c'1; and we will first determine the x components of that 
force which the positive electricity h'ds' exerts upon the above- 
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mentioned moved unit of electricity in the point % y, z. For 
that purpose we have to substitute in  the preceding expression 
1 and h'ds for e and e ', by which we get 

The product 

dt ] 

we can bring into another form ; and as the .c°rresp°nding 
transformation has frequently to be employed m other cases 
also, we will presently work" it out somewhat more generally. 
Let F be any quantity which, in the way stated of those refer- 
i~{ng to the positive current-electricity tb the preceding section, 
depends on t and s'; then, in accordance with (1) and (2), we 
can write 

dF ~)F +c,~)F 

or~ after multiplication by h', 

h, dF .,SF h'dBF 
Y[  = '~ -~Y + 58; 

and this can be transformed into 

h'dF--h'~)F ~ ( h ' c ' F ) , F ~ ( h ' c  ') 

Herein another differential coefficient can be substituted for 

5(h'c') The element ds' of the conductor is bounded by two 

cross sections corresponding to the lengths of are s' and s' ds'. 
The two quantities of electricity ~ hich flow through these cross 
sections during the time dr, and of which the first passes into 
and the other passes out of the element ds', are represented by 

l~'c'dt and (h'c' + ~ d s ' )  dr; 
%, LOS ] 

and hence fol]ows that the increase which takes place during 
the time dr, of the quantity of positive electricity in ds', is 
represented by 

~)s' ds' dt. 
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Bu~ the same increase can~ on the other hand, be also denoted 
by 

as dt; 

and we consequently obtain the equation 

~h' ~(h'e') 
~ t = -  08' " " . . . .  (a)  

Thereby the above equation is changed into 

h, dF I¢5F ~ ( h ' d F ) . ~ '  

or, after contracting the first and last terms on the right-hand 
side, into 

h, dF ~(h'F) ~(h'e'F) 
~7 = ~t + ~ 7  . . . . .  (4) 

Returning now to the expression of ~he x component of the 
force exerted by the quantity h'ds' of positive electricity upon 
the unit of electricity, and applying the preceding method of 

t,'t d / 1  dx t 1 dx'. transformation to the term ~k~. ~-~-~), in which ~ -~-is the 

quantity that was previously denvted generally by F: the ex- 
pression changes into 

d#  The differential coefficient ~- / in  this may, lastly~ pursuant 

to (1) be resolved into its two parts ; the expression then takes 
the form 

ds' f h' r [ - -1  " k "~'dx[~# ~-f~t)] ~ i h t ~ x t "  htct~x 

We can now express in a corresponding manner also the 
x components of that force which the quantity --htds ~ of he- 
gut.ire electricity (whose current-velocity is --all) contained 
in the element ds t exerts upon the unit of electricity. To this 
end we have to substitute --h ~ for h', and --dx for c~ in the 
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preceding expression~ by which we get 

1 
f ds'  d  8)3 

; ~ - ~Tk r -gT-- 

The sum of these two expressions represents the x component 
of the total force exerted by the current-element ds / upon the unit 
of electricity. On forming that sum several terms cancel one 
another~ and others admit of simplification from the fact that 
for the product h'(c I + e~l) the symbol ir~ which signifies the 
intensity of the current in ds~ can be substituted, whence it at 
the same time follows that the product hl(c~-d~)~ which can 
also he written in the form h'(~ ¢ + c/~)(d--cry), can be replaced 
by i~(c'--c'~). Hence~ if we denote by rds ~ the x component 
of the force which the current-clement ds ~ exerts upon the unit 
of electricity~ we get the equation 

~ = ~ L ~ ~  ~ \ ~ ] - ~ \ ; ~ +  ~ ~72j.  (~) 

§4. 
Riemann's fundamental law may now be treated in the same 

manner ; and this is very easy in connexion with the fore- 
going. 

The x component of the force which a moved electricity- 
particle e suffers from a moved electricity-particle g is ex- 
pressed~ according to Riemann~ by the formula 

ee,{ ~-1 
This formula can also be written as follows-- 

1 
+ eelk { 1 ~ ~" dx ~ (dx I ~ ~- d 

The first term of this expression agrees perfectly wi~h the ex- 
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pression which according to my fundamental law represents 
the force-component in question; we can therefore use for 
this term the developments already carried out in the prece- 
ding section, and need only carry out the developments for the 
second term. 

To determine the force exerted by a currenb-element ds ~ upon 
a moved unit of electricity, let ns consider in the element first, 
again, the positive electricity £~dst~ which flows with the velo- 
city c'. In order to express for this electricity the portion of 
the force-component which corresponds to the" second term of 
the preceding expression, we have to substitute in it 1 and 
h ~ ds ~ for e and d~ whereby we obtain 

kd='{ h' ~ F(d=~ ( a = T 7 . ,  d ~1 d= 
+ v z j ,  + "  • 

In this we put, in accordance with (1) and (2), 

=~- ~7, 

by which the expression is changed into 

1~ ~ ~ (1 d,~\ . , -  ~ ,'1 dx. 

The corresponding expression for the negative electricity 
- -Ed# ,  which flows with the velocity --c~1, is 

l 

By addition of these two expressions we get 

kds ' (  "' ~" 2 [  5"v'~x' + c ' - d , f ~ ) x ' y ]  +i'  ~ [ I  
t 
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for which, on account of the self-evident equation 
.ay, 

Y~ k'~s, ] - -  ( ~ )  + ( ~ T )  + \ ~ , ]  = 1, 

and beeause ¢ is indepndent of s' and hence in the last term 
can be put with the rest under the differentiation-symbol, can 
be also written 

]¢dstE_il~(~x' ax t et~o'1) " dgo 

This is the constituent resuIting from the second term of the 
above expression of the x component, of the force which the 
current-element ds ~ exerts upon a moved unit of electricity 
according to Riemann's fundamental law. The constituent 
resulting from the first term agrees, as already stated, with 
the value that holds good according to my fundamental law, 
of the force-component which we have denoted by ~'ds ~ and 
determined in the preceding section. Hence, if we denote the 
total value of the force-component according to Riemann's 
fundamental law by ~flg, we get 

§5. 
Now, thirdly, Weber's fundamental law must be treated in 

the same manner. 
According to this law, between two moved particles of elec- 

tricity e and d a repulsion takes place the intensity of which is 

ed F1 k / d r \  ~ d ~ 

and from this, by multiplication with x--x~ - - ,  we obtain the 
r 

x component of the force which the particle e suffers, thus-- 

ed x--x~ ['1 -- k ldr~ ~ d~r 

In applying this expression to the quantity of electricity 
h~ds ~ flowing in the current-element ds' with'the velocity d, 
and to the moved unit of electricity, we have again first to 
replace e and e ~ by 1 and lids ~. We will then, in accordance 
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with (4) make the following transformation, 

hi d~r hr d {dr~ ~ [ht d r \  ~ /hi  d drX 
~= ~t~)=~k 5)+8£ ~), 

and, besides, put everywhere 
dr ~r 
d-i = ~ + c '  • 

Then we get 

kr~7(he ~ + 

Just so we obtain for the negative electricity --h~ds I, flowing 
with the velocity --c'1, 

s - ~ l  -'~ - ~ L - ' ~ , ~ )  +~hl~'~ Bt ~ '  "~,k~s'/J 

The sum of these two expressions represents the x compo- 
nent of the force which the entire current-element ds I must, 
according to Weber's fundamental law, exert upon the ~ani~ of 
electricity. I f  this is denoted by ~ds ~, then we have 

r.l~r +~,.~_]L z ~ +if(¢_d1)~1] } .  (7) 
This expression of ~ can, like the above expression of ~, be 

brought into such a form as to appear as the sum of ~ and 
some superadded terms. For that purpose we will divide the 
preceding~ equation by k, then carry out on the right-hand 

x - -x  ~ 
side the Suggested multiplication by ~ and at the same 

time resolve some of the terms. Above the resulting terms 
we will place numbers, in order to be able afterwards to desig- 
nate them simply by the numbers : - -  

1 2 3, 
~ i l x - ~  ~ 5r 5r ~ - d  ~ (.1Br'~ il(d--c'~) m--x' fSr~ ~ ~. = - -~ -~ t ~ '  + ~ ~ U ~ '  ) - ~ ~ k ~" ) 

4 5 

+ i ~ r~ ~t~s ~ + r ~ 
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In a similar manner we will treat the expression of ~ given 
in equation (5); but at the same time we will besides trans- 
form ~he first term separately. We can, namely, put 

3t 58' - ~t 57 + ~ g i ~  
and simultaneously we get from r ~ = ~ ( x - - # )  ~ 

- 2(,~-x ) bt" 
From the combination of these two equations results 

dx ~x' ~r ~r b'zr ~-j]~(x--x') ~. 
~ b s ' - - S t b s '  r3t~s, 

The algebraic sum standing here on the right-hand side we 

dx ~x' At the same time will insert in equation (5) for ~ ~.s" 

we will reverse all the signs of this equation, so that, after 

division by k, it will determine the quantity -- ~, in the follow- 
ing manner : - -  

/C 

6 7 8 
~'_ . , x -x '~r  ~r . , x -x '  ~ r  i , x - x '  ~ .,., ,,dx' 

- 1 ~ - - ~  75 ~ 5s ' -~  75 ~ t ~ '  r~ ~ , z t x - x )  

9 10 11 12 

The twelve terms occurring in these two expressions form 

together the expression of ~'~--~ ; 'and now it requires to be 

brought into a form as simple as possible and suitable for the 
further calculations ; this can be done by suitable grouping of 
the terms. We obtain, namely~ if we indicate the terms briefly 
by their numbers : - -  

4 + 7 = 0 ;  

1 + 6 + 2 + 9 = - -  (x--x~)~t~,r]_j, 

+,o=   ,xL, ] , 

- ~-- r f ' (~ ' -  ¢,) [~r  7'7 -- ~ , [ i ' ( ¢ - -¢ , )  ~ " l  3+5+12= 5xL 2r \~-?./J ~ ' J "  

Herewith all the terms except the 1 lth, which will have to 
.P]dl. Mag. S. 5. Vol. 10. ~qo. 62. Oct. 1880. U 
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be taken into consideration separately, are brought into cal- 
culation ; and hence we get, on the whole, 

~-~ B r l  I B ~ .  1,Bxl-1 ~ l:i1(d--dl)l,-~:'~27 
• k k 7) J 

and since all the terms herein are differential coei~cients with 
respect to x or d,  they can be collected into two differential 
coeffÉcients. From this equation we get the sought expression 
of ~:, namely 

; d *  cc (8) Os'L Ot\rJ 

§6. 
In the three preceding sections the x component of the 

force exerted by a current-element ds I upon a moved unit of 
electricity is deduced from the three fundamental laws• In 
each of t]he three expressions (5), (6), and (8) there is a term 
which is a differential coefficient with respect to s I, and which 
therefore vanishes in the integration over a closed current 8 I. 
Hence the force exerted by a closed current, or even by a 
system of closed currents, is represented by expressions of 
simplified form, which we will now consider more closely. 

We start from the expression given in equation (5). When 
we multiply this by ds I ann then integrate it over a closed 
current or a system of closed currents, we obtain the x com- 
ponent of that force which, according to my fundamental law, 
the current, or system of currents, must exert on a moved unit 
of electricity. These components being denoted by ~, we get 

a 
. (o) 

In this equation it is tacitly presupposed that the length of 
the closed conductor s / remains unchanged, so that those ele- 
ments ds I which at a given time form the closed conductor 
form it also during the succeeding time, and no element enters 
or leaves it. In reality, however~ cases may occur in which 
the length of the conductor changes--for instance, when at a 
place a sliding of two parts of the conductor on one another 
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takes place, causing parts of the conductor which were pre- 
viously outside of the circuit to be afterwards within it, or vice 
versa. In the parts which in this process are added the cur- 
rent commences ; in those withdrawn it ceases ; and by this 
alteration of tt~e current-intensity in particular parts of the 
conductor a force is conditioned, which must also be taken 
into account. I6 is true that, on account of the great velocity 
with which the commencing and cessation of the current are 
accomplished, the parts of the conductor in which at any mo- 
ment they take place are very small; but the differential coeffi- 

cient ~ -  for them is very great, and ~hrough this the corre- 

sponding portion of the force may take a considerable value. 
The question now is, how this .part of the force can be also 
expressed in the formula. 

We will choose the places where the entry and exit of parts 
of the conductor take place as the initial and final points 
respectively of the closed conductor #, so that a newly enter- 
ing piece of conductor is annexed exactly at the end  of the 
conductor. I f  #1 denote the length of the conductor at the 
time t, the element of conductor added during the time-element 

will be represented by dS~dt If, further, the very short time 
dt " 

requisite for the production of the current in a conductor-piece 
entering the closed circuit be denoted by % then will, during 
the lengthening of the conductor, a piece at the end of it of 

ds[1 the length -all ~" be that in which the origination of the cur- 

rent takes place. This origination is an increase, taking place 
during the time v, from 0 to the value i ~ prevailing for the 
rest of the conduction. The mean value of the differential 

coefficient ~i i r ~ in this piece during the time T is consequently 

= - ;  and so we can represent the corresponding mean value 
T ~ i' ~x'~ 1 [~  ~x~'~ wherein of the differential coefficient ~ t \ r  ~ ]  by T \ r  5 #  ]I 

the index 1 put to the brackets is to indicate that the quanti- 
an ~ 5 xl ties r ~ ~ within the brackets have the values belonging 

to s~. 
:Now, in order to bring likewise into calculation in our for- 

mu]a the origination of the current in this small piece of con- 
ductor, we have to add to the second integral in the formula, 
which if we write it with the limits has the form 

o D t \ r  Ds'] ds'' 
U 2  
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a quantity which is the product of the just-determined mean 
differential coefficient and the length of the piece of conductor 
in question ; thus 

1 d8,1 
s~ )1 dt  " 

Consequently we have to put in the place of the preceding 
integral the following sum--  

But this sum is nothing else but the differential coefflcient~ 
taken with respect to t~ of the integral 

o"~ i I ?x  t 

if therein not only the quantity under the integral-symbols 
but also the upper limit st1 be regarded as a function of t. 
The alteration to be undertaken with the above integral con- 
sists therefore only in this, that the differentiation there indi- 
cated under the integral-symbol is to  be indicated before it. 
Moreover it must be remarked that the integral extended over 
the whole of the closed circuit is not, like one referred to a 
single conductor-element, to be looked on as a function of t 
and s r, but as a function of t only, and that hence, in indica- 
ting the differentiation, d can be employed in this case instead 
of ~), so that the expression will be 

dtJo 
Accordingly equation (9), when account is taken of the 

circumstance that the length of the conductor can change, 
changes into the following, in which we will now, for simpli- 
city, omit the limits of the integral (the adding of which was 
expedient for the preceding consideration), because, after it 
has once been said that all the integrals are to be extended 
over the entire closed conductor, they are understood : ~  

i I dx  ' (10) ,Udr . 

In the same way, denoting by ~t and ~ those values which 
the same force-component must take according to Riemann's 
and Webcr's fundamental laws, we obtain from equations (6) 
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and (8) the following equations : - -  

; - k "  + ' • • (11) 

Precisely corresponding expressions to those here derived 
for the x component of the force of course holds good also for 
y and z components. 

§7. 
The three force-components referring to the three direc- 

tions of coordinates can now, in the manner discussed in § 1, 
be traced back to one quantity, from which they can be derived 
by differentiation. This is the eleetrodynamic potential of the 
dosed current or system of currents upon the moved unit of 
electricity existing in the point x, y, z. :Now, as with the 
ibrces which are independent of the motion that potential of a 
given agent which has reference to a unit of the same agent 
supposed to be concentrated in a point is by Green named the 
potential function, we wiI1 here also introduce the same distinc- 
tion, and call the electrodynamic potential of a closed current 
or current-system, so f a r  as it refers to a unit of electricity 
supposed concentrated in a point~ the electrodynamie potential 

function. 
This electrodynamic potential function is distinguished (as 

was mentioned in § 1), even externally, from Green's potential 
function~ which refers to forces that are independent of the 
motion. It contains, namely~ not merely the coordinates 
x~ y~ z of the unit of electricity, but also their velocity-compo- 

d$ dy dz nents ~ ,  4 '  d-t" Further, the operation by means of which 

the force-components are to be derived from the electrody- 
namie potential function is the same operation as that to which, 
according to Lagrange, the vis viva, expressed in universal 
coordinates, is to be submitted in the derivation of the compo- 
nents of the force. For if the electrodynamie potential func- 
tion be denoted by l'I, and the x component of the force by $~ 
then the following equation can be formed:-- 

d ( 

We have now to construct the forms of the potential tune- 
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tion of a closed current corresponding to the three fundamental 
laws. 

According to my fundamental law the electrodynamio po- 
tential of two quantities e and d of electricity~ supposed to be 
concentrated in points, is represented by 

kee d a '. 
r dt dt 

I f  in employing this formula we put for e the unit of elec- 
tricity, and for d successively the two quantities hlds I an4 
--bids I of electricity contained in a current-element ds I, and 
in regard to the velocity-components of the latter take into 
account that they flow in the conductor in opposite directions 
with the velocities c / and c/l, while they have in common any 
motion of the conductor, and if we then tbrm the sum of these 
two expressions, putting h~(c I + c/z) = ¢, and, lastly, integrate 
this sum over the closed current~ we get 

= j ;  a8 . . . . .  

I f  this expression of I1 be now inserted in equation (13), 
we obtain from it in fact the value for ~ determined by equa- 
tion (10). 

Since the velocity-components dx dy and dz ~/, ~-/, ~ ,  occurring in 

the expression of l-I, are independent of the quantity s r, with 
respect to which the integration is to be performed~ we can 
put them outside of the integral-symbol and then give to the 
expression the following form:--  

--r~"d--[ J ~ ~ as . . . .  (15) 

The sum here indicated contains three integrals, which 

differ from each other only by this--that in them either ~x~ 

or ~2-' or ~8' occurs. These three integrals, together with 

the factor k~ we will, for brevity, represent by simple symbols~ 
putting 

_ ~ i ' ~ , v "  , r ' i '~  ' t i . = k f ~ z , _ ,  
] ~ , - k  j r i~sr ds , - - -  ~ , = ~ - ~  ~ d s ' ,  . . '"-  ~ d s .  (16) 

~13en we get 

I I - -  dx dy t t  dz (17) ~,~+H ~i + " ~ ,  • • 
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or, the sign of summation being employed, 

dx H = Z H ~ "  • . . . . .  (IRA) 

This changes equation (13) into 

~ t t  ~ dz dH~ 
= ~ x - d [  + ~ x  dt ~x  dt dt ' 

or, with the aid of the symbol of summation, 
_~ dx dtt~ 

~= •Hz dt dt . . . . . . . .  (18x) 

According to the fundamental laws of Riemann and Weber, 
the electrodynamic potential of two moved quantities of elec- 
tricity e and d, supposed concentrated in points, upon each 
other is represented by the expressions 

k ee' ~ [ dx dxt~ ~ 
2 r k-dr - ~ ] '  

k ee' { dr~ ~ 
g k-d{/" 

From these are obtained for the potential of a closed current 
st upon a unit of electricity, consequently for the potential 
function of the closed current, which according to these laws 
may be denoted by Hx and Hp, the expressions : - -  

i t dx 

k[:i',._ _-- ~ F ~  Or ~'-~',t'~,'Yl d,,. 0o )  H I = - -  
.) r Lat  as , + 2 \~s',]  J 

The latter expression can be transformed in the following 
manner. From 

~ = X ( ~ - z )  ~ 
is obtained 

dx ~x  I 
= X ( ~ - ~ ' ) - E - X ( ~ - ~ ' )  ~t ; 

and from this we get, further, by differentiation with respect 
to s t , 
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and consequently 

5#  b~r l ~ r ~  1 2 d ~ , e  1 ~ ~ @ _ ~ / ) _ _ _  . 
~ ' 8 t ~ 4 = - ~ . "  dt~-V 7.5s' 5t 5t5.¢ 

Patting now, in equation (20), for 1 ~r  b r  • 7. ~/~-~, the expression 

hero found~ whose last term gives 0 in the integration, we 
obtain 

17 k['ilr'~ dx S'd cf--Ctl (~7_/) 2 
, _  

In the two expressions (19) and (21) of 1-I x and II~ the first 
term arising On the resolution of the brackets agrees with the 
expression of H given under (14); hence we can write : 

i' ~x' ~:Y c'--cq~ 

If  we now form, corresponding with equations (13), the 
equations 

~1 = ~II 1 d//~I~l~ 
~x 2i t ~-3~.~./' . . . . .  (~4) 

J /  

~rr~ d f ~  D 
~2= 5"----ff - -  dt k, 5 dxJ' .. ( 2 5 )  

and if, in these, for II 1 and II~ we employ the previously given 
expressions, in which the terms added to H do not contain the 

velocity-components--~, dy and dz 
dr'  ~ ,  and hence give 0 on dif- 

ferentiation with respect to these quantities, we obtain for ~x 
and ~2 the expressions given under (11) and (12). 

For abbreviation, simple symbols may be brought in for 
dz those additional terms independent of ~ ,  ~-~, and ~ ,  by put- 

ting 
k i / ~ ) ~  

G$ = ~7 .  [ ~  ~(X__,T/, ~ C ' - - C I I ' ~  "\'2' '[ , 
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The result is 
H ~ = H + G x ,  . . . (28) 

1I~=H + G~, . . . . .  (29) 

whereby equations (24) and (25) are changed into the fol- 
lowing, 

~ =  ~(i~ + G,) . d_ { ~H ~ (30) 
~)x dt \~) dx ] '  . . . .  

dt 

~ =  ~ ( n  + G:) d ( 5H ~\_-~-~l'  . . . .  (31) 
8~ 

which in conjunction with (13) are very convenient for com- 
parison of the results of the three fundamental laws. 

The electrodynamic potential function of a closed current 
(or system of currents) above introduced, and denoted, in its 
three forms corresponding to the three fundamental laws by 
II, H1, and H:, is readily perceived to be very different from 
that potential function of which the differential coefficients 
occur already in Amp~re's theory of the ponderomotive forces, 
and which in a previously published analysis* I named the 
magnetic potential function of the closed current, and denoted 
by P. This latter is obtained when, in the well-known man- 
ner, two magnetic surfaces are imagined to be substituted for 
the dosed current, and then Green's potential function is 
formed for the quantities of magnetism present on those sur- 
faces ; accordingly its obvious signification is that it repre- 
sents by its differential coefficients with respect to x, y, and z, 
taken negatively, the components which fifll into the directions 
of the coordinates, of that force which the closed current 
exerts upon a unit of magnetism conceived as situated in the 
point x, y, z. It can only serve indirectly, and with the aid 
of special theoretical considerations, for the determination of 
the ponderomotive force exerted upon a current-element and 
of the electromotive force induced in it. The electrodynamic 
potential, on the contl-ary, which can be used directly for the 
determination of the force exerted upon a moved unit of elec- 
tricit2/, needs only to be applied to the electricity in the con- 
ductor in order at once to determine the ponderomotive and 
the electromotive force. 

* .Die mechanische Behandlung der JElecO~ic4liit, Abschnitt VIII. p. 211. 
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§8. 
Now, in order to deduce from the preceding formulm the 

ponderomotiv~ force exerted upon a current-element by a closed 
current, we first form from the potential function the poten- 
tials of the closed current upon the two electricities flowing in 
the current-element. From these we get, by the above-stated 
operation, the components, in any one direction (e. g. the x 
direction), of the forces which the two electricities undergo; 
and the sum of these two components is the respective force- 
component which refers to the entire current-element. 

Suppose, then, given, in the point x, y, z, an element of 
current ds, in which the electricities )~ds and --)tds flow in 
opposite directions with the velocities c and cl. Now, by my 
fundamental law we first employ for the potential function the 
value 

dx 
I I=XH.h-  ~, 

given in equation (17 A), and obtain for the quantity £ds of 
positive electricity : q  

dx 
Potential = hds X H~ -~ , 

hds ( ~ ~ t t  dx d H ~  Force-component \ 0x 
In these we must put 

dx ~)x ~m 
3T =~/+c~7' 

dt = - ~ -  + c ~s ' 

by which the expressions are changed into:-- 

3 T -  
In precisely the same way we get for the q u a n t i t y -  hds of 

negative electricity (ibr which we must bring into use the 
velocity of fiery - - c l ) : ~  

5x 5z P oten tial = -- hdsX tt~ (~[  -- cl ~-~), 

Force-component ~} 
. =_hds~_~EH~( ~ ~x \  ~tt~ cl~H,-] 

+ J" 
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I f  we now add the expressions referring to the two electri- 
cities~ we get for the total current-element ds:-- 

5x 
Potential = hds(c + cl)ZHx ~-~ 

Force_component=],ds(c+cl)~__~x~.tt,~ Bgx'l 

or, if i denotes the product h(c + cI), which signifies the cur- 
rent-intensity in ds~ 

5x 
Potential = idsZHx ~ '  

We will now denote the potential of the closed current upon 
the currenb-element ds by Uds, and the x component of the 
force undergone by the current-element by Eds; we have 
then, for the determination of U~ taking also into account 
equations (16), to put 

~x S i  / ~x ~)x ' .  ,. (32) v=izgz ;=k  ;Z  as, . . . 

and regarding this quantity U as a function of x~ y~ z~ 
Dx By, Dz ~-~, ~-~ ~ ,  we can give to the expression of ~ the following 

form :- -  

E -  ~x Ds 

If, instead of the potential function II corresponding to my 
fundamental law, the potential-function II1 = EI + G1 or 
II~----II + G~, corresponding to the fundamental laws of Rie- 
mann or Weber, be employed, "~ e have only to take also into 
account separately the additional term G1 or Gp. But this~ 

dx dy dz 
since it is independent of t]ae ~'elocity-components ~/, dr' ~-//' 

is equal for both the electricities flowing in ds, and hence, after 
multiplication by ttds and --]~ds, is cancelled in the addition. 
Accordingly, in regard to the potential of a closed current 
upon a current-element, and in regard to the ponderonlotive 
force exerted by a closed current upon an element of the cur- 
rent~ there is no difference between the three laws ; equations 
(32) and (33) hold in all three cases*. 

* I will here incidentally remark that if we had been treating only of 
the ponderomotive foree~ and not at the same time of the electromotive 
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§ 9 .  

W e  now tu rn  to the determinat ion of the'electromotive force 
which is induced in an element  of the conductor  by a closed 
cur ren t  or system of currents.  

F o r  it  we have only to determine the component  of the force 

force also, the consideration of .the subject could have been simplified. 
That is to say, we obtain for the ponderomotive force, even with single 
current-elements acting upon one another, expressions which contain not 
the velocities of the positive and the negative electricity as quantities to 
be separately dealt with, but only the current-intensity on the whole. 
According to my fundamental law the expressions for this case have the 
very same form as for the case in which the current exerting the force is 
closed. If the potential of the two current-elements ds and dg upon each 
other is denoted by udsdd, and the x component of the force which ds 
suffers from ds' by ~dsds, then we can put 

According to Riemann's fundamental law the same expression holds good 
for the potential ; but the operation to be employed for the derivation of 
the force-component is somewhat more complicated, namely 

~'- ~ - 8 7  C-aT) 87 t.--87, i 

Finally, according to Weber's fundamental law, for the potentia], which 
in this case may be denoted by %ds ds', the equation 

i~8 i~s' i~8' bs ~s') 
is valid ; and for the deP.'vation of the force-component the same operatien 
as with Riemann's law is to be employed~ namely 

,,g, 
According to this the ponderomotive force can be deduced from the po- 

tential of each two current-elements upon one another ; but this potential, 
notwithstanding its partially correspondent form, is clearly to be distin- 
guished from the quantity which is obtained when, of Neumann's poten- 
tial of two closed currents upon one another, the part corresponding to 
two single current-elements ds and ds' is taken. For Neumann's potential 
is the magnetle potential~ and consequently a potential of the same sort as 
Green's, while the thing in question here is the electrodynamic potential, 
on which account also an operation quite other than with Green's potential 
is requisite in order to derive the force-components. 
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exerted in the direction of the conductor-element by the cur- 
rent or system of currents upon a unit of electricity (to which 
we can ascribe any velocity of flow, c, we please) imagined in 
the conductor-element. The force-components falling into the 
directions of the coordinates are, acccording to our previous 
notation, to be represented by ~,  ~ ,  and ~ ; and, in corre- 
spondence with this, we will denote by ~ the force-component 
falling into the direction of the element (is, therefore into the 
s direction. We have then to put 

~ = ~  - ~  = 

In this we must now insert for the quantities ~,  ~,  ~ their 
values resulting from the three fundamental laws. 

According to my fundamental law~ in accordance with (13) 
we can put 

~II  d 5II  

O-d~ 
and consequently 

~ = ~  bII bx 
bx bs ~s dt 

I f  herein we use for II the expression given under (17), 
namely 

I I = t t ~  @ + H ~ d  ~ ,  +tty ~i 

we can put, if we wish to write all the terms singly, 

= ~  ~ ~ ~ +  ~ ~J 

+ ~ [ ~ - ~ - ~ + ~ +  b~ ~s] 
dz [~H, ~x ~)tt~ By ~H~ ~z 

+ ~ ~ ;  + ~ 

:Now, since the quantities H,, tt~,.and H~ depend on s only 
inasmuch as the coordinates occurring in them, x, y, z, of the 
unit of electricity, are dependent on s, the three stuns in 
brackets represent the differential coefficients of the three 
quantities with respect to s ; and hence we can write : - -  

~ I I ~ ) x  dx~H~ dy~tty dz~H~ 
~x ~s -- dt ~s + dt ~s + dt ~s ' 
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or, now bringing in again the symbol of summation on tshe 
right-hand side, 

Accordingly the above equation for ~ passes into 

(35) 
dt d["  " " 

As, then, the unit of electricity has a double motion, namely 
the motion of the conductor-element and the flowing motion 
which takes place in the conductor-element with the velocity c, 
we will, in correspondence with the notation we have previ- 
ously employed, put 

dx ~x ~x 
dt ~-[ 

in which the differentiation indicated by ~ refers to the va- 

riations which are independent of the flowing motion of the 
unit of electricity. We thus obtain 

5 7 t - g i -  • 

l-lere the terms containing the factor c cancel one another~ and 
there remains 

~ = Y ~ s ' ~ - ~ x - - ] ~  ~tt"  ~x (36) 
- 57 . . . . .  

To this expression of ~ we can give a somewhat different 
form by adding the quantity 

sitive to the first term, and negative to the second term. 
e two terms then become differentialcoefflcients with respect 

to s and t, and we get 

6=  ;tt 5x 5 5x os " ~  ~t Z t I . ~ - ~ . . .  (37) 

Finally, if in this we put for ttx and the two other quanti- 
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ties contained in tho sums (1~# and H~) their values deter- 
mined by equations (16), we get 

b Ci' :~ b.~ bx ' . , _~ ,  b i~i ' :~ bx b~¢ . ,  
~ = k ~ j ;  ~ b - ~  ~ j 7  ~ b-7 ~s" • (38) 

This is the most convenient form of the expression of ~ result- 
ing from my fundamental law; and the product ~ds is the 
electromotive force induced in a conductor-element ds by a 
closed current or system of currents. 

To obtain the corresponding expressions for Riemann and 
Weber's fundamental laws, we need only in the formulm (28) 
and (29), representing the potential function, to take sepa- 
rately into consideration the added terms G1 and G2, which 

dx dy dz 
do not contain the velocity-components ~-~ ~ ,  ~ ,  and there- 

fore are to be differentiated only with respect to x, y~ z. As 
we can now again form for G1 the equation 

bG1bx BGIBy bG1bz BGI 
b~ bs + b~bsd bz bs-~-' 

and for G~ the corresponding equation, we obtain~ denoting 
the electromotive force according to Riemann and Weber's 
fundamental laws by ~i and ~s:~ 

bG~ (39) ~ = ~ +  -aV' " ' " 

bG~ (40) ~ = ~ +  ~ -  . . . . .  

These expressions represent very clearly the difference be- 
tween the electromotive forces resulting from the three fun- 
damental laws. 

From the developments carried out in the last two sections 
it will, I think, be sufficiently apparent how much the intro- 
duction of the electrodynamic potential function of closed 
currents contributes to giving to the entire department of 
electrodynamics with which we are concerned a uniform cba- 
racter~the knowledge of that one quantity being su~cient~ 
without any accessory assumption, for the derivation of every 
thing further by simple analytical operations. 


